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The method of analyzing qualitative data thematic analysis is one of the most common forms of analysis in qualitative studies. It emphasizes the identification, analysis and interpretation of meaning patterns (or themes) in quality data. Thematic analysis is often understood as a method or method, unlike
most other qualitative analytical approaches, such as sound theory, discourse analysis, narrative analysis and interpretation of phenomenological analysis, which can be described as methodologies or theoretically sound frameworks for research (they define lead theory, relevant research questions and
data collection methods, as well as analysis procedures). Thematic analysis is best seen as a general term for different approaches rather than as a specific method. Different versions of the thematic analysis are supported by different philosophical and conceptual assumptions and differ in terms of
procedure. Leading proponents of thematic analysis, psychologists Virginia Brown and Victoria Clark, distinguish between three main types of thematic analysis: approaches to coding reliability (examples include approaches developed by Richard Boyatasis and Greg Gest and his colleagues), approaches
to the code book (they include approaches such as framework analysis, pattern analysis and matrix analysis) and reflexive approaches. They describe their own widely used approach, first outlined in 2006 in the journal Qualitative Research in Psychology, as a reflexive thematic analysis. Their 2006
article has more than 59,000 Google Scholar citations and, according to Google Scholar, is the most cited scientific paper published in 2006. The popularity of this paper illustrates the growing interest in thematic analysis as a separate method (although some doubt that this is a separate method or just a
common set of analytical procedures). Thematic analysis of the description is used in qualitative studies and focuses on the study of the patterns of meaning in the data. This method can emphasize both the organization and the rich description of the data set and the theoretically sound interpretation of
the meaning. Thematic analysis goes beyond simply counting phrases or words in a text (as in content analysis) and explores explicit and implicit values in the data. Coding is the main process of developing topics by identifying elements of analytical interest in the data and tagging them with coding.
Some thematic approaches to coding include the development of a theme and the process of distributing data on pre-identified topics (this approach is common in the reliability of coding and code book approaches), in other approaches - in particular, Brown and Clark's reflexive approach - coding
precedes the development of the topic, and the themes are built from One of the hallmarks Analysis is its flexibility - flexibility in design theory, research and research design. Thematic analysis can be used to examine questions about participants' experiences, perspectives, behaviours and practices,
factors and social processes that influence and shape specific phenomena, explicit and implicit norms and rules governing specific practices, as well as the social construction of meaning and representation of social objects in specific texts and contexts. Thematic analysis can be used to analyze most
types of quality data, including qualitative data collected from interviews, focus groups, surveys, requested diaries, visual methods, observations and field studies, action research, memory work, vignettes, history completion, and secondary sources. Data sets can range from a short, superficial answer to
an open question to hundreds of pages of interview transcripts. Thematic analysis can be used to analyze both small and large data sets. Thematic analysis is often used in a mixed design method - TA's theoretical flexibility makes it an easier choice than approaches with specific built-in theoretical
assumptions. Thematic analysis sometimes claims to be compatible with phenomenology in the sense that it can focus on participants' subjective experiences and feelings; There is a long tradition of using thematic analysis in phenomenological studies. The phenomenological approach emphasizes the
perception, feelings and experiences of participants as the most important object of the study. Rooted in humanistic psychology, phenomenology notes giving the voice of others as a key component in qualitative research in general. This approach allows respondents to discuss this topic in their own
words, without limiting the fixed-response questions found in quantitative studies. Thematic analysis is sometimes mistakenly considered compatible only with phenomenology or empirical approaches to qualitative research. Brown and Clark argue that their reflexive approach is equally compatible with
social building, post-structural and critical approaches to quality research. They emphasize the theoretical flexibility of thematic analysis and its use in realistic, critical realistic and relativistic onthology and positivist, contextualistic and crumplic epistemology. Like most research methods, the data analysis
process can take place in two main ways- inductive or deductive. In the inductive approach, the topics identified are closely related to data. This means that the coding process takes place without trying to fit the data into an existing theory or structure. It is important to note, however, that the induction into
The analysis is not pure induction; it's not possible for researchers to get rid of epistemological and paradigmatic assumptions - coding will always reflect the philosophical point of view of the researcher and the value of the study. On the other hand, deductive approaches are guided by theory. This form of
analysis tends to be more interpretive because the analysis is formed and based on existing theory and concepts. Deductive approaches may include finding topics identified in other studies in the dataset, or using existing theory as a lens for organization, cocoding, and interpretation of data. Sometimes
deductive approaches are misunderstood as coding, driven by research issue or data collection issues. Thematic analysis can also combine inductive and deductive approaches. Different approaches to thematic analysis of coding reliability have the longest history and often differ little from quality content
analysis. Because the title assumes that they prioritize measuring the reliability of coding through structured and fixed code books, using multiple coders that work independently to apply the code book to data, measuring reliability between tariffs or intercomering (usually using Kappa Cohen) and
determining final coding based on consensus or agreement between coders. These approaches are a form of qualitative positivism or small qualitative research. They combine the use of qualitative methods with research values and assumptions (quantitative) positivism, emphasizing the importance of
establishing the reliability of coding and considering the subjectivity of the researcher or bias as a potential threat to the reliability of coding, which must be contained and controlled. Boyatasis presents his approach as an approach that can bridge the gap between quantitative (positive) and qualitative
(interpretive) paradigms. Some quality researchers are critical of the use of structured code books, several independent coders, and measures to improve reliability. Janice Morse argues that such coding is necessarily rough and superficial to facilitate a coding agreement. Brown and Clark (citing Yardley)
argue that all coding agreements demonstrate that programmers are trained to code in the same way that coding is reliable or accurate. Approaches to the code book, such as framework analysis, template analysis and matrix analysis, the center of use of structured code books, but - unlike approaches to
coding reliability - emphasize more or less the qualitative importance of research. Both the reliability of coding and the approaches to the code book tend to include early theme development - with all or some topics developed before coding, often after familiar with the data (reading and rereading the data
to become intimately familiar with its contents). Once the themes have been developed the code book is created - this may include some initial analysis analysis part or all of the data. The data is then encoded. Coding involves singling out data on pre-defined topics using a code book as a guide. The
code book can also be used to display and display the appearance of codes and themes in each piece of data. Topics are often from a general type of topic discussed by Brown and Clark. Reflexive approaches center organic and flexible coding processes - no code book, coding can be undertaken by
one researcher, if multiple researchers are involved in coding it is conceptualized as a collaborative process rather than one that should lead to consensus. Individual codes are not fixed - they can evolve throughout the coding process, code boundaries can be redrawn, codes can be divided into two or
more codes, collapsed with other codes and even promoted topics. Reflexive approaches usually involve more riding theme development - with themes created from clustering together similar codes. Topics should capture the general meaning organized around a central concept or idea. Brown and Clark
and his colleagues were critical of the tendency to ignore diversity in the thematic analysis and not to recognize the differences between the different approaches they outlined. They argue that this failure leads to thoughtless mashing of their approach with incompatible methods and approaches, such as
code books, consensus coding, and measurement of the reliability of inter-heavyweights. The theme there is no single definition or conceptualization of the theme in the thematic analysis. For some proponents of thematic analysis, including Brown and Clark, the themes are conceptualized as models of
common sense between data elements, backed up or united by a central concept that are important for understanding the phenomenon and relevant to the research issue. For others (including most proponents of coding reliability and coding books), topics are simply summaries of information related to a
particular topic or data area; there is no requirement for a common meaning organized around a central concept, just a common theme. Although these two conceptualizations involve specific approaches to thematic analysis, they are often confused and sucked together. That Brown and Clark call a
domain resume or topic summary of a topic often have one-word themed titles (such as gender, support) or titles like Benefits..., Barriers to... signaling a focus on generalization of all participants said, or the main issues raised, regarding a specific topic or domain data. Summary topics are usually
developed prior to data coding and often reflect data collection issues. The common values of the themes that underpin a central concept or idea cannot be developed prior to coding (because they are constructed from codes), as well as the release of careful systematic coding process. Brown Brown
Clarke is critical of the confusion of themes that summarize the topic with their conceptualisation of how capturing common sense is underpinned by a central concept. Some qualitative researchers claim that thematic resumes are underdeveloped analysis or analytical redemption. There is controversy
surrounding the notion that themes arise from data. Brown and Clark are critical of this language because they claim to position the topic as a person that exists fully shaped in the data - the researcher is simply a passive witness to the topic emerging from the data. Instead, they argue that the researcher
plays an active role in creating themes - so constructed, created, generated themes, rather than appear. Others use the term deliberably to capture the inductive (emerging) creation of themes. However, it is not always clear how the term is used. Prevalence or repetition are not necessarily the most
important criteria in determining what constitutes a topic; topics can be considered important if they are of great relevance to the research issue and are important for understanding phenomena of interest. The prevalence of a topic does not necessarily mean the frequency with which the topic occurs (i.e.
the number of data items in which it occurs); it can also mean how much data the topic captures in each piece of data and in the dataset. Topics are usually obvious in the data set, but a higher frequency doesn't necessarily mean that the topic is more important for understanding the data. A researcher's
decision is a key tool in determining which topics are more important. There are also different levels at which data can be encoded and topics can be defined- semantic and hidden. Thematic analysis may focus on one of these levels or both. Semantic codes and topics define the clear and superficial

meanings of the data. The researcher does not go beyond what the participant said or wrote. Conversely, hidden codes or themes capture basic ideas, patterns, and assumptions. This requires a more interpretive and conceptual focus on data. For Brown and Clark, there is a clear (but not absolute)
distinction between the topic and the code - the code reflects one (or more) view of the data, and the topic includes numerous ideas organized around a central concept or idea. They often use the analogy of brick and tile houses - the code of individual brick or tiles, and the themes of the wall or roof
panels, each of which consists of numerous codes. Other approaches to thematic analysis do not make such a clear distinction between codes and topics - in several texts researchers recommend code for topics. This may be misleading, for for Brown and Clark, and others, the topic is considered or the
result of coding, not what is encoded. In approaches that are clear Between codes and topics, the code is a label that is given to certain parts of the data that contribute to the topic. For example, SECURITY may be code, but FALSE SENSE OF SECURITY can be a topic. Methodological issues of the
journals Reflexivity Given that quality work is inherently interpretive research, the positioning, values and judgments of researchers must be clearly recognized to be taken into account when it is considered the meaning of the final report and the evaluation of its quality. This type of openness and reflection
is considered positive in a quality community. Researchers form the work they do and are a tool for collecting and analyzing data. In order to recognize the researcher as an analysis tool, it is useful to create and maintain a journal of reflexivity. The reflexivity process can be described as a researcher
reflecting on how their values, positioning, choice and research practice influenced and shaped the study and final analysis of the data. Reflexivity magazines are somewhat similar to the use of analytical memos or memo writing in a sound theory that can be useful for reflection on developing analysis and
potential models, themes and concepts. Throughout the coding process, researchers must have detailed reports on the development of each of their codes and potential topics. In addition, changes made to the topics and the relationship between topics can be discussed in the final report to assist the
reader in understanding the decisions that have been made throughout the coding process. Once the data collection is complete and the researchers begin the data analysis phases, they should take notes on their initial impressions of the data. Registering ideas for future analysis can help in getting
thought and reflection recorded and can serve as a reference to potential coding ideas as one progresses from one stage to the next in the thematic analysis process. Practice coding issues to consider while coding may include: What are they trying to achieve? How exactly do they do it? What specific
tools or strategies are used? How do people talk and understand what's going on? What assumptions do they make? What do I see happening here? What did I learn when I take notes? Why am I turning them on? Such questions are usually asked throughout the coding and analysis cycles of the data
coding and analysis process. Reflexive journal is often used to identify potential codes that were not originally relevant to the study. Sample size considerations No direct answer to sample size questions in the thematic analysis; just as there is no direct answer to the sample size in qualitative studies
more broadly (the classic answer is it depends - on the scale of the study, questions and topics, topics, methods or methods of data collection, a wealth of individual data elements, an analytical approach. Some proponents of coding reliability and code book recommend that the sample size prior to data
analysis be determined by focusing on the concept of saturation or redundancy (there is no new information, codes or topics in the data). These operational saturation attempts indicate that code saturation (often defined as the definition of a single instance of code) can be achieved in as little as 12 or
even 6 interviews in some circumstances. The value of saturation - the development of a richly textured understanding of problems - is thought to require large samples (at least 24 interviews). There are many criticisms of the concept of data saturation - many argue that it is embedded in a realistic view of
fixed meaning, and there is always potential for new ideas in a qualitative paradigm because of the role of the researcher in interpreting meaning. Some quantitative researchers have proposed statistical models to determine the sample size before collecting data in a thematic analysis. For example,
Fugard and Potts have proposed a promising quantitative tool to support thinking about sample size similar to sampling quantitative methods. Lowe and his colleagues proposed quantitative, probabilistic measurements of saturation that could be calculated from the original sample and used to estimate
the sample size needed to achieve a certain saturation level. Their analysis shows that widely used methods for estimating the size of the binomial sample may significantly underestimate the sample size required for saturation. All of these tools have been criticized by quality researchers (including Brown
and Clark) for relying on assumptions about quality research, thematic analysis, and topics that are unrelated to approaches that prioritize quality research values. Six phases of Brown and Clark's Phase Process Result Reflexivity JournalEntries to see what the data entails, focusing on the patterns that
occur. Preliminary start codes and detailed notes. A list of start codes in a log, as well as a description of what each code and source of code means. Phase 2 Create initial codes, documenting where and how models occur. This is due to a reduction in data when the researcher breaks down the data on
the labels to create categories for more effective analysis. The complication of the data is also completed here. This involves a researcher drawing conclusions about what the codes mean. Comprehensive codes of how the data respond to a study question. Provide details on how and codes were
merged, what questions the data researcher asks and how the codes are codes Phase 3 Combine codes into common themes that accurately depict data. It is important in design that the researcher describes exactly what the topics mean, even if the topic does not seem to fit. The researcher should also
describe what is missing from the analysis. A list of candidates' topics for further analysis. Reflexivity logs should note how codes have been interpreted and combined to form themes. Phase 4 At this stage, the researcher looks at how the topics support the data and the overall theoretical perspective. If
the analysis seems incomplete, the researcher must go back and find what is missing. Consistent recognition of how themes are patterned to tell the exact story of the data. Notes should include the process of understanding the topics and how they fit into these codes. The answers to the research and
data-related questions should be complex and well supported by data. Phase 5 Researcher should determine what each topic, what aspects of the data are being captured, and what is interesting about the topics. A comprehensive analysis of what topics contribute to understanding data. The researcher
should describe each topic in several sentences. Phase 6 When researchers write a report, they must decide which topics contribute meaningfully to understanding what is going on in the data. Researchers should also conduct background checks on members. This is where researchers go back to the
pattern on hand to see if their description is an accurate representation. A thick description of the results. Note why specific topics are more useful in contributing and understanding what's going on in the dataset. Describe the process of choosing the method in which the results will be reported. Phase 1:
Getting to know the data This six-step case analysis process is based on Brown and Clark's work and their reflexive approach to thematic analysis. This six-phase cyclical process involves moving back and forth between the data analysis stages as needed until you are satisfied with the final themes.
Researchers conducting thematic analysis should try to go beyond the superficial values of the data to understand the data and tell a rich and convincing story about what the data means. Procedures related to other approaches to thematic analysis are quite different. This description of Brown and Clark's
six-step process also includes some discussion of contrasting ideas provided by other proponents of the thematic analysis. The initial phase of reflexive thematic analysis is common for most approaches - familiar with the data. Here, researchers are familiar with the contents of their data - both in detail
each piece of data and in a large picture. In other approaches, before reading researchers can create a starter list of potential codes. Because Brown and Clark's approach is to focus on data rather than previous concepts of the researcher, they recommend developing codes only before familiarizing
themselves with deductive approaches where coding is guided by an existing theory. For Miles and Huberman in their matrix approach, the starter codes should be included in a reflexivity log describing the views of each code and the places where the code is installed. Active data analysis will help
researchers find values and patterns in the dataset. At this stage, it's tempting to hurry up with this review phase and start creating codes and themes immediately when you start creating codes and themes; however, this immersion process will help researchers identify possible themes and patterns.
Reading and rereading the material until the researcher is comfortable is crucial for the initial phase of the analysis. When getting to know the material, taking notes is an important part of this step in order to start developing potential codes. Transcription After the completion of the data collection, the
researcher may need to transcribe their data in writing (e.g. audio-fixed data such as interviews). Brown and Clark provide a system of transcription notations to use with their approach in their textbook Successful Qualitative Research. High-quality data transcription is an important time for reliability
analysis. Data transcription criteria should be set before the transcription phase begins to ensure high reliability. Some proponents of thematic analysis, particularly proponents of positivism, have expressed concern about the accuracy of transcription. Inconsistencies in transcription can lead to bias in data
analysis, which will be difficult to determine later in the analysis process. For others, including Brown and Clark, transcription is seen as an interpretive and theoretically embedded process and therefore cannot be accurate in the literal sense, since the researcher always makes a choice on how to
translate conversational text. However, this does not mean that researchers should not seek thoroughness in their transcripts and use a systematic approach to transcription. Authors should ideally provide a clue for their notation transcription system to make it easy to obvious what specific notation
means. Inserting comments like voice omitted will mean a change of speech. A general rough guide to follow when planning time for decryption - allow you to spend 15 minutes of transcription for every 5 minutes of dialogue. Transcription can be part of the learning process. After this stage, the
researcher should be familiar with the contents of the data and be able to begin to identify a clear pattern or repeat problems Data. These patterns should be written in the reflexive journal, where they will be used in data coding. Other TA proponents conceptualize coding as a researcher beginning to gain
control of the data. They consider it important to brand the data that considers the research issue. For them, this is the beginning of the coding process. Phase 2: Creating codes The second step in reflexive thematic analysis is tagging items of interest to data with a label (a few words or a short phrase).
This label should clearly evoke the appropriate features of the data - this is important for the later stages of the development of the topic. This systematic way of organizing and identifying meaningful pieces of data in a research issue is called coding. The coding process develops through the researcher's
immersion in their data and is not considered a linear process, but a cyclical process in which codes are developed and improved. The coding process rarely ends with a single data clean. Saladana recommends that every time researchers work through a data set, they should strive to refine the codes by
adding, subtracting, combining or separating potential codes. For Miles and Huberman, start codes are produced using terminology used by participants during interviews, and can be used as a guide to their experience during interviews. For more positivist proponents of thematic analysis, reliability
increases when a researcher uses specific codes based on dialogue and descriptive in nature. These codes will make it easier for researchers to find pieces of data later in the process and determine why they included them. However, Brown and Clark urge researchers to go beyond the sole focus on
description and resume and engage in interpretation with the data - studying both explicit (semantic) and implicit (hidden) meaning. Coding lays the groundwork for detailed analysis later, allowing the researcher to reorganize the data according to ideas that were received throughout the process. The
reflexivity entries for the new codes serve as a reference point for the participant and their data section, reminding the researcher to understand why and where they will include these codes in the final analysis. Throughout the coding process, you should pay equal attention to each piece of data, as this
will help you figure out otherwise repetitive patterns that are not undetected. Coding as broadly as possible - coding individual aspects of the data that may seem inappropriate could potentially be crucial in a later analysis process. For Coffey and Atkinson sociologists, coding also involves the process of
reducing and complicating data. Code reduction by assigning tags or tags to a data set based on a research issue (s). At this stage larger datasets in smaller units allow for further analysis of the data by creating useful categories. In-vivo codes are also produced by the use of references and terminology
from their interviewees. Coding helps develop, transform, and re-conceptualize data and helps you find more opportunities for analysis. Researchers should ask questions related to the data and generate theories from data stretching past what was previously reported in previous studies. For some
proponents of thematic analysis, coding can be seen as a means of reducing data or simplifying data (this is not the case for Brown and Clark, who see coding as data reduction and interpretation). For Coffey and Atkinson, the use of simple but broad analytical codes reduces data to a more manageable
feat. At this stage of data analysis, the analyst should focus on identifying an easier way to organize data. using data reduction researchers to include the process of indexing data texts, which may include: field notes, interview transcripts, or other documents. The data at this stage is reduced to classes or
categories in which the researcher can identify data segments that have a common category or code. Sitel and Kelle suggested three ways to help in the process of data reduction and coding: (a) noticing relevant phenomena, (b) collecting examples of phenomena, and (c) analyzing phenomena to find
similarities, differences, patterns and excessive structure. This aspect of data coding is important because at this point researchers need to attach codes to the data to allow the researcher to think about the data differently. Coding cannot be seen as a rigorous data reduction, and data complication can be
used as a way to open up data for further study. The following article looks at the complexity of Coffey and Atkinson's data and its importance for data analysis in qualitative analysis. The complication of the data (Coffey and Atkinson) for Coffey and Atkinson can be described as data reduction and data
complication. The complication of the data can be described as going beyond data and asking questions about data to create frameworks and theories. Data complication is used to expand data to create new questions and interpret data. Researchers need to make sure that the coding process doesn't
lose more information than it's received. Tesh defined data complexity as a process of data reconceptualization, giving new contexts to data segments. Complicating data is a means of providing new contexts for viewing and analyzing data. Coding is the process of breaking down data in analytical ways
and for data questions, providing temporary answers about the in-and-between relationship. Decontextualization and recontextualization help to re-reduce and expand data through new theories. Phase 3: Creating the original themes Of Finding themes and considering what works and what doesn't work
within themes, allows the researcher to start analyzing potential codes. At this point, it's important to start by looking at how codes are combined to create an over-topic in the data. At the moment, researchers have a list of topics and begin to focus on broader patterns in the data, combining coded data
with the proposed topics. Researchers are also beginning to look at how relationships between codes and topics are formed and between different levels of existing topics. It can be helpful to use visual models to sort codes into potential topics. Topics differ from codes in themes, themes, phrases or
sentences that determine what the data means. They describe coding results for analytical reflection. Topics consist of cultural ideas and descriptions that can be used to explain the causal events, statements and morals derived from the participants' stories. In the later stages, it is important to narrow
down potential topics to ensure an inflection topic. Thematic analysis allows categories or topics to get out of data, such as: repetitive ideas; Indigenous terms, metaphors and analogies; Shifts in the subject; and similarities and differences in the linguistic expression of the participants. At this stage, it is
important to consider not only what is present in the data, but also what is missing from the data. Completion of this phase should provide many of the candidates' themes collected throughout the data transfer process. It is extremely important to avoid discarding topics, even if they are inherently
insignificant, as they may be important topics later in the analysis process. Review of topics This phase requires researchers to test their initial topics based on coded data and the entire data set - this is to ensure that the analysis does not stray too far from the data and provides a compelling report on the
data relevant to the research issue. This review process also allows for further expansion and revision of topics as they develop. At this stage, researchers should have a set of potential topics, as at this stage the original themes are being reworked. Some existing themes may collapse into each other,
others may need to condense into smaller units, or let go all together. In particular, this phase includes two levels of refinement and consideration of topics. Links between overlapping topics can be important sources of information and can alert researchers to the possibility of new patterns and problems
in data. For guests and colleagues coded material may be researcher that the topic may not actually be useful to understand the data and should be discarded. Both of these confessions are to be noted in the researcher's journal Reflexivity, including the lack of themes. Codes serve as a way to correlate
data with the concept of the concept. At this point, the researcher should focus on the interesting aspects of the codes and why they fit together. Level 1 (considering topics against the background of coded data) Review of encoded data excerpts allows researchers to determine whether the topics form
consistent patterns. If so, researchers should move to Level 2. If you don't have consistent patterns, you need to consider potentially problematic topics. If the topics are problematic, it is important to rework the topic, and new themes may develop in the process. For example, this is problematic when
topics don't seem to be work (capturing something compelling in the data) or there are a significant number of overlaps between topics. This can lead to weak or inconclusive data analysis. If this happens, data may need to be recognized to create cohesive, mutually exclusive topics. The next phase of the
review is Level 2 (considering topics that disable the entire data set) Given the validity of individual topics and how they connect to the data set as a whole. It is necessary to assess whether the potential thematic map reflects important information in data relevant to the research issue. Once again, at this
stage it is important to read and reread the data to determine if current topics relate to the data set. To assist in this process, you must encode any additional items that may have been missed earlier in the initial coding phase. If a potential map works to meaningfully capture and tell a consistent story
about the data, the researcher should move on to the next phase of the analysis. If the map doesn't work, it's critical to go back to the data in order to continue to review and refine existing topics and perhaps even further encoding. Inconsistencies between data and analytical claims reduce the amount of
support that can be provided by the data. This can be avoided if the researcher is sure that their interpretation of the data and analytical ideas correspond. Researchers repeat this process until they are satisfied with the thematic map. By the end of this phase, researchers have an idea of what the themes
are and how they approach each other so they transmit a story about the data set. Phase 5: Identifying and naming topics that define and clarify existing topics that will be presented in the final analysis helps the researcher analyze the data in each topic. At this stage, the definition of the subjects is
related to how each particular topic is part of the whole Data. Data. at this stage is characterized by determining what aspects of the data are collected and what is interesting about the topics, and how the topics fit together to tell a coherent and compelling story about the data. In order to determine
whether the current themes contain sub-topics and to learn the further depth of topics, it is important to consider the topics throughout the picture, as well as as standalone topics. Brown and Clark recommend caution about developing many sub-topics and many levels of topics, as this can lead to overly
fragmented analysis. The researchers must then conduct and write a detailed analysis to determine the history of each topic and its significance. By the end of this phase, the researchers can (1) determine what the current topics are made of, and (2) explain each topic in several sentences. It is important
to note that researchers are beginning to think about titles for topics that will give the reader a full understanding of the topic and its importance. The inability to fully analyze data occurs when researchers do not use data to support their analysis, other than simply describing or paraphrasing the content of
the data. Researchers conducting thematic analysis should try to go beyond the superficial values of the data to understand the data and tell the exact story of what the data means. Phase 6: Produce report After the final topics have been considered, researchers begin the process of writing the final
report. When writing the final report, researchers must decide on topics that make a meaningful contribution in response to research questions that need to be clarified later as final topics. For proponents of reliability coding guest and colleagues, the researchers present a dialogue related to each topic in
support of improving reliability through a thick description of the results. The purpose of this phase is to write a thematic analysis to convey a complex data story in a way that convinces the reader of the validity and merits of your analysis. A clear, concise and simple logical account of the history in
different and with themes is important for readers to understand the final report. The report should provide ample evidence that the topics in the data are relevant to the data set. Excerpts should be included in the narration to capture the full value of the dots in the analysis. The argument should be in
support of the research issue. For some proponents of the thematic analysis, the last step in preparing the report is to include members of the audit as a means to establish trust, researchers should consider taking final topics and supporting dialogue with participants to get feedback. However, Brown and
Clark are critical of the practice of vetting members and generally do not view it as practice in its reflexive approach to thematic analysis. As well as highlighting the practical problems associated with verifying members, they argue that this is only theoretically aligned with approaches that seek to describe
and summarize the accounts of participants in a way that would be recognizable to them. Given their reflexive thematic approach, the centers are active, interpreting the role of the researcher - this cannot be applied to the analyses generated by their approach. The pros and cons of technical or pragmatic
view of researchers of research and development centers conducting qualitative analysis using the most appropriate method for research question. However, rarely is there only one ideal or appropriate method, so other criteria for selecting analysis methods are often used - the theoretical obligations of
the researcher and their familiarity with specific methods. Thematic analysis provides a flexible method of data analysis and allows researchers with different methodological backgrounds to participate in this type of analysis. For positivists, reliability is a concern because of the many potential
interpretations of possible data and the potential subjectivity of the study of bias or distortion of analysis. For those who are committed to the quality values of research, the subjectivity of the researcher is seen as a resource (rather than a threat to authority), and therefore concerns about reliability are not
kept. There is no correct or accurate interpretation of the data, interpretations are inevitably subjective and reflect the positioning of the researcher. The quality is achieved through a systematic and rigorous approach and through researchers constantly reflecting on how they form evolving analysis. Brown
and Clark have developed a 15-point quality checklist for their reflexive approach. For proponents of thematic coding reliability analysis, the use of multiple coders and the measurement of a coding agreement is vital. Thematic analysis has a number of advantages and disadvantages, it is up to the
researchers to decide if this method of analysis is suitable for their design research. The benefits of theoretical and research flexibility design it allows researchers - several theories can be applied to this process through various epistemologists. Good for large data sets. The code book approaches and
coding reliability are for use by research teams. Interpretation of topics supported by data. It is applicable to research issues that go beyond human experience. Allows inductive development of codes and topics from the data. Thematic analysis of flaws can miss nuanced data if the researcher is not
careful and uses thematic analysis in a theoretical vacuum. Flexibility can overshadow a decision on which aspects of the data to be Limited ability to interpret if analysis is not based on a theoretical basis. It's hard to maintain a feeling непрерывность данных в отдельных учетных записях из-за
акцента на выявлении тем в разных пунктах данных. Не позволяет исследователям делать технические заявления об использовании языка (в отличие от анализа дискурса и анализа повествования). [1] Links Thematic Analysis - The University of Auckland Victoria Clarke's YouTube lecture
mapping out different approaches to thematic analysis Virginia Braun and Victoria Clarke's YouTube lecture providing an introduction to their approach to thematic analysis See also Analytic induction Case study Content analysis Critical ethnography Critical theory Dialectical research Discourse analysis
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